
VIP CLIENT REVIEW
 | " ❤ ❤ ❤  I did one phone call with Kissy Denise and within 2-3 weeks had ONLY high value men,
everywhere, all around me, wanting to date me and treat me like a Goddess and a Queen. Kissy wasn’t
even promoting herself as coaching in this area, I just observed her energy and decided I needed to talk
to her about this stuff. Now they are everywhere, all the time. Literally 10 of ‘em showed up out of thin
air like magic and every single one was extremely high value as a conscious human and absolutely
rocking in business / purpose, body, everything. Also all KINGS not boys. And all older than me which
is what I desire.

 

Now I am seeing just one in particular who I like a LOTTTTTT a lot - and who also is not afraid to tell me extremely openly how he

feels about me which is so cool - so we will see where it goes. It feels so fun and special to be properly courted by a MAN  Whatever

happens this man is showing me what it’s like to date a King who isn’t afraid to own what he wants in all areas and do so with

connectedness to his own soul and emotions as well as a take no prisoners attitude to success in all areas.Talk about a paradigm shift

from where I was previously at!! Of course I have been actively realigning myself in this area for 3 years now, gradually clearing my

massive self worth shit after leaving my abusive marriage, gradually learning how to act from soul and faith rather than fear and poor

self worth and desperation, and I have done MUCH learning around all this as well and around being ready to drop fully into my own

Queen energy. Nothing ever ‘just’ happens. I have also worked with some amazing relationship coaches over that time, all of whom

had an impact in helping me to find my own path and from all of whom I learned so much.

 
Right now I want to say thank you to Kissy - you flicked the damn switch somehow lady! Your words
and energy are magic. And I love how you own that, too! Super grateful  ❤ ❤ ❤ Relationships or
business or just YOU, Kissy is my favourite person to follow as a shining example of unapologetic
owning of your own NEXT level Queen badassery!"


